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INTRODUCTION

the accident at Three Mile Island, menv iaeas have been proposed

for assisting the reactor operator during emergency situations. However,

some of the suggested remedies do not alleviate an important shortcoming of

the TMI control room: the operators were pot presented with the ,, . p
i n r w h c L w u W / t o * / p p t J i a a m s t s o f
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information they needed wten they- Headed itr To address this problem,
functional analysis is being applied at the LOFT facility to ensure that
the operator's information needs are being met in his procedures and
graphic displays. This paper summarizes the current applications of
functional analysis at LOFT.

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

Functional analysis (References 1 and 2) is a class of techniques used

in the riesion of systems, especially in the defense and aerospace

industries. It is used to extract information concerning the operation of

a system by decomposing the operation into separate functions. The

functional analysis procedure being used at LOFT has three steps.

A functional decomposition is performed to segment the cpe>ation into

functions. For example, the process of responding to an accident ano

bringing the facility to a stable condition can be divided into six

functions: (1) detect the event, (2) diagnose the event, (3) determine an



appropriate response, (4) perform the action, (5) control the disturbance,

and (6) establish a stable condition. Each of these functions can be

further divided to gain more information concerning the operator's role and

his needs for performing the operation.

A flov. diagram is drawn for each function. The flow diagram shows the

decisions the operator must make during the operation and the different

paths he may take based on his decisions. It also illustrates the

individual tasks the operator must perform to complete the operation. If

desired, a task analysis can be performed to establish relative measures of

the operator's physical and mental workload.

Information is extracted from the flow diagram using a tabular

format. Emphasis is given to the decisions required of the operator, the

information required to make the decision, potential sources of the

information, and the consequences of an incorrect decision. In this manner

the specific information needs of the operator can be systematically

defined.

The information gathered during ti:e functional analysis can be used in

the development of procedures and graphic displays.

PROCEDURE DEVELOPMENT

The flow diagram and information from the functional analysis table

can be used to develop procedures for the operation. The decisions

required by the operator, the actions taken based on his decisions, and the

paths through the procedure are taken from the flow diagram. The procedure

is then written to include: (1) instructions for performing each action,

(2) tne expected system response, (3) what to do if the system does not

respond as expected, 5P.d (4) where to find the information required for

each decision. Special care is taken to ensure that the operator is given

adequate information needed to make the decisions to avoid unnecessary

confusion and ambiguity.



DISPLAY DEVELOPMENT

Whenever a decision must be made based on the status of plant systems,
a display must convey this information to the operator. Color graphic
displays have the flexibility to present the operator needed information in
a usable form when he needs it. However, useful information should not be
suppressed because its need was not anticipated. Various displays are
being developed at LOFT using the information gathered in the functional
analysis process. These displays include system status displays, trend
displays, diagnostic displays, and displays used for procedure following.

CONCLUSION

During the development of operating procedures and graphic displays

particular care must be taken to ensure that the operator's information

needs are met by the final product. Functional analysis is a tool being

used at LOFT to meet these needs. Functional analysis is proving to be

beneficial for systematically establishing the form and content of

operating procedures and graphic displays.
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